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under the plenary powers, and that the decision so taken, being the decision
of the International Commission, is truly recorded in the present Opinion
No. 625.
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COMJIENTS ON THE PROPOSEDPRESERVATIONOF THE NAMECERASTES
FORTHE SANDVIPERS. Z.N.(S.) 724

(see volume 18, pages 170-171 and 315)

By Hobart M. Smith (Professor of Zoology, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, U.S.A.)

The generic name Aspis has been used occasionally in recent years by specialists aware of
Its claim to acceptance in lieu of Cerastes for the sand vipers. However, a review of the entriesm the Zoological Record smce 1936, when Stejneger proposed replacement of Cerastes by Aspis,
reveals that at least three-quarters of the references to this genus continued to fall under thename Cerastes. This fact coupled with the abundance of pre-1936 literature under the soleneading ot Cera^<c5, and the general biological importance of the genus, make it clearly in themterest of nomenclatural stability to preserve the name Cerastes for the sand vipers.

By Robert Mertens and Konrad Klemmer {Natur-Museum und Forschungs-Institut
Senckenherg, Frankfurt am Main, Oermany)

The original proposal to suppress the generic name Cerastes Laurenti, 1768, by Schmidt
1 ope and Lovendge has completely been changed due to the amendment published by W. E.
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Lmnaeus, 1758, as tj-pe-species. a nominal species notoriginally mcluded in the genus Cerastes. Our first comment (Meitens, see volume 18, page 354)by this amendment is out of context.
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.^t*'"' having studied again all the problems involved, we now conclude that the suggestedvalidation oiCerast^ Laurenti, in order to retain this name for the North African and Afabian

do^.VnnTfnn' '? o^i ^ ^°'"t'°" *» ^^^ ^^^^- ^.V strict application of the Rules the deplorabledesignation of Coluber rhombeatus Lmnaeus, 1758, by Fejervdry (1923, Zool. Anz. 56 : 172)
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"^^^ ^?''" ^" suggesting that the type-species of ^.^i^ is,

nL."wH "*Tf°y' ^m^ cleopatrae Laurenti, 1768. The reference to the pre-Linnean
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''^ t'^^«y"ony«iy ofcleopatrae does not satisfy the provisions of the
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Pror Avl, F«!/ J°° f /.^'P.^.'P^T' °f ^*'P''* intestinalis Laurenti, 1768, by Barbour (1914.
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subjective sjTionj-m of the well-kSo^vn generic

Sv EknTdL 0^n^V^*'i""f • '/''^•/'"'^2 : plate 86), for the Indian coral-snakes of the

wo^ H h; % *• ^•.^*' °*^^'' ^*°^' *'^^ ^^'''''^* °*™^ available for the genus of sand viperswould be Gonyechts Fitzinger (1843, Systema Reptilium : 28).
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^^'''^' ^7 ^t"^* application of the Code, would be the result

fore iSifiin r.1. ""f
''°'^' '"^"t'oned above, would lead to the greatest confusion. There-
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1768^ hiir-^ plenary powers m order to suppress the generic name Aspis Laurenti.
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